
Une interprétation socio-économique d’Angus
• Plan
• Introduction
• Partie 1: Trois visions différentes de la ville – la vision d’Angus
• Partie 2: Angus comme organisation et institution

• Une organisation innovante: une matrice d’innovations
• Une institution orientée vers l’avenir

• Reconnaissance des pouvoirs publics
• Grande capacité d’auto-institutionnalisation

• Partie 3: capacité de transformation d’Angus
• Niche d’innovations
• Sortie de niche: innovations institutionnelles et nouvelle base sociale

• Conclusion: Angus, une expérience lourde d’enseignement
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Landscape  developments
  put pressure on existing regime, 
    which opens up, 
      creating windows
         of opportunity for novelties 

Socio-technical regime  is ‘dynamically stable’.
On different dimensions there are ongoing processes New configuration breaks through, taking

advantage of ‘windows of opportunity’. 
Adjustments occur in socio-technical regime.

Elements become aligned,
and stabilise in a dominant design.
Internal momentum increases. 

Small networks of actors support novelties on the basis of expectations and visions.
Learning processes take place on multiple dimensions (co-construction).
Efforts to link different elements in a seamless web.
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Fig. 2. Multi-level perspective on transitions.
Adapted from Geels (2002:1263).

• The articulation (and adjustment) of expectations or visions, which provide guidance to the innovation
activities, and aim to attract attention and funding from external actors.

• The building of social networks and the enrolment of more actors, which expand the resource base
of niche-innovations.

• Learning and articulation processes on various dimensions, e.g. technical design, market demand and
user preferences, infrastructure requirements, organisational issues and business models, policy
instruments, symbolic meanings.

Niches gain momentum if expectations become more precise and more broadly accepted, if the
alignment of various learning processes results in a stable configuration (‘dominant design’), and if
networks become larger (especially the participation of powerful actors may convey legitimacy and
resources to niche-innovations).

2.3. Socio-technical landscape

The sociotechnical landscape is the wider context, which influences niche and regime dynamics (Rip
and Kemp, 1998). The landscape level, which has similarities to the concept of longue durée proposed by
the historian Braudel, highlights not only the technical and material backdrop that sustains society, but
also includes demographical trends, political ideologies, societal values, and macro-economic patterns.
This varied set of factors can be combined within a single ‘landscape’ category, because they form an
external context that actors at niche and regime levels cannot influence in the short run. The landscape
level usually changes slowly (but see the discussion in Section “Flat ontologies versus hierarchical
levels”).

Fig. 2 provides an ideal-typical representation of how the three levels interact dynamically in
the unfolding of socio-technical transitions. Although each transition is unique, the general dynamic

Perspectives multi-niveaux sur les transitions 

Source: Gells, 2011: 28: 2


